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MEET THE TEAM
-ENVISION GROUP-
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COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS

When looking at the competition it was important to take in both
US Ameri Bank’s competitors alongside Valley National Bank’s
competitors. Finding the common ground between the two is what was
considered before analyzing where VNB will fit in the industry once the
acquisition of USAB is complete.
Both banks have reported competition of large national banks,
local banks close in range to their locations and other companies that
offer various financial services (“Usameribank Revenue"). These include
credit unions, captive finance companies, mortgage companies, title
agencies, insurance companies, etc. While these financial service
companies are competitors for a small piece of the banking puzzle, they
are not the main concern due to the larger selection and bigger picture
of services that VNB will be able to offer their customers (Colley). The
national banks that are able to offer the same range of products and
services at the same competitive rates and prices include: Chase, Wells
Fargo, and Bank of America. Local bank examples within range to
specific locations include: TD Bank (AL), The Bank of Tampa
(FL), Suntrust (FL), Bay Cities Bank (FL) , and BB&T (AL) (“Commercial")
(Cole) (“Usameribank Revenue").
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SITUATION
ANALYSIS

Valley National Banks competition, and thus their brand strategy, will
no doubt change once US Ameri Banks acquisition is fully transitioned.
These changes are due not only to new locations but technology
advancements (such as mobile and online banking), regulation changes,
and product delivery systems (“Valley National Bank Latest 10-K.” ).
Concentrating on both banks strengths will ensure that new competition
won’t overcome what both businesses are already succeeding at. These
successes include: commercial banking, low rates and prices, customizable
SBA lending, 24/7 customer service and online banking, community
involvement, and maintaining a strong local presence.
Valley National Bank in terms of target market has always been seen
as “your grandfather's bank”. Taking on USAB opens a new market in
Florida which offers a much larger pool of young professionals. This new
market is going to need to have a way to connect to Valley National Bank.
While using the bank's current strengths of SBA lending and mobile
banking are a clear route, taking on the opportunity of digital presence and
advertising is necessary to capitalize on this group and thus rebrand VNB
to have a younger image.
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SWOT
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

S1: Great community involvement

W1: Potential confusion over the merger

S2: Personal, small bank

W2: Not a lot of social media channels
being utilized other than Facebook

S3: Transparent structure; Trustworthy and
accessible within the community
S4: More products at lower rates
S5: Work with philanthropy and those in the
community to advertise organically; engage
in emotion
S6: Strong FaceBook presence compared to
other local banks/banks in their sector
S7: Creates networks and, therefore, loyal
customers, relationships
S8: Drive local business
S9: Extremely focused ad team /concerted
marketing efforts
S10: Strives to be “Thought Leaders”

W3: Services offered could use more
diversification
W4: The online process to join Valley Bank
is long winded/hard
W5: “Bad at blending assets” (Taken from
focus group meeting with USAB)
W6: Limited budget considering the
desired completed ad overhaul
W7: Their current customers are the top
1%, therefore, generally over 60 - there is a
need to appeal to a new target market
without losing the current costumers
W8: Losing their current name and
brand image that costumers are already
familiar with
W9: Valley is often considered “your
grandfather’s bank”
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SWOT
OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

O1: New segments/ more revenue to lend
out; Higher SBA Lending capacity

T1: Competition (Particularly other local
midsize banks within their locations)

O2: Better able to address Consumers needs
(mobile banking, combining strengths of
VNB & USAB)

T2: Stability of the financial environment;
economic crisis or collapse

O3: Getting involved with the many college
campuses that surround all locations
O4: Presentation series for entrepreneurship
students
O4: They want to grow both revenue and
household/ there is room to do both
O5: The full rebranding will give them the
opportunity to be seen in a new and more
positive light; younger and family oriented vs.
an older generations bank
O6: To explore new target market specific
promotions
O7: Room to break into more relevant social
media markets
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T3: Increase in regulatory requirements
T4: Risk that current customers reject
merger and not embracing the new brand
image
T5: Community initiatives: potential for
them to feel like their advocates are no
longer there with the aquisition
T6: Banks that are willing to take more
fiscal risks could be more attractive to
some consumers

VALLEY NATIONAL BANK

CREATIVE
BRIEF
DATE

MAY 2018 TO MAY 2019
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CREATIVE BRIEF

KEY TARGET
MARKETS
THREE SEGMENTS

FIRST TIME BANK USERS
MILLENNIALS/GEN Y
ENTREPRENEURS
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CREATIVE BRIEF

FIRST TIME
USERS
TARGETS
DEMOGRAPHICS:
Student aged; ages 18-24
High school students transitioning into college; choosing their first bank
independently
Middle to upper socioeconomic standing

PSYCHOGRAPHICS:
Prioritize banks that have a strong digital/online presence and a user-friendly
banking mobile application
Value a bank that is willing to aid them in making smart financial decisions
Pick whatever bank seems visible on their campus or whichever bank their
peers recommend
They put an emphasis on “customer reviews” given by those they trust

RELEVANT BEHAVIOUR:
Influenced by incentives; free accounts, store discounts, gift cards, or
memberships to music subscriptions
Inclined to make purchases based on “deals” or sales
Influenced by their peers as well as parents, whom some are financially
dependent.
Potential to become a lifelong customer
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CREATIVE BRIEF

FIRST TIME
USERS
STRATEGY & BIG IDEA
STRATEGY:
Valley National will convince first time users to bank with us instead of other regional
or national banking establishments because we have well-developed personal
banking services that can eventually transition to business or more large-scale
accounts, making Valley National is the perfect bank to help first time users “grow”.
Valley National will gain relevance on college/university campuses through
participation in first-year student events and partnership with the
business/entrepreneurship programs.
Valley National will also engage this target group using relevant social media and
account creation incentives.

BIG IDEA:
Maintaining the “local” and “small bank” feeling by placing emphasis on personal
interactions within branch locations (“Yurcan”) (“What”)
Improve online/mobile banking opportunities
Promote & continue community good works and civic engagement programs
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CREATIVE BRIEF

MILLENNIALS/
GENERATION Y
TARGETS
DEMOGRAPHICS:
Born in the 80s and 90s
Aged between 25-34
Middle to upper socioeconomic standing

PSYCHOGRAPHICS:
Young in age and technology focused; mobile and online banking is important
Conduct the most banking-related activities via digital channels
The most common digital banking activities include: checking account balances,
checking for fraudulent charges, and making internal transfers (2).
Motivated to make buying decisions based of the philanthropy or good works
taken on by companies
The transparency and accountability of a company are things that are taken into
consideration

RELEVANT BEHAVIOUR:
Social networking services are shown to be vastly influential in financial choices
In comparison to Generation X, the preceding age group, they are two times
more likely to utilize online and digital platforms to research banking
opportunities or access their financial information (“A Guide”)
Utilizing a digital-first strategy; anticipate their buying behavior - stay relevant,
share information, and generate personalized engagement with a consumer
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CREATIVE BRIEF

MILLENNIALS/
GENERATION Y
STRATEGY & BIG IDEA
STRATEGY:
Valley National will convince Millennials/Generation Y to bank with us instead of
other local and regional banking establishments because we will have a strong
online/mobile banking program that focuses on ease and accessibility while still
maintaining a “personal” experience through human interaction in branch locations.
This group will also be enticed to bank with Valley National because of our emphasis
on local community good works and civic engagement.

BIG IDEA:
Maintaining the “local” and “small bank” feeling by placing emphasis on personal
interactions within branch locations (“Yurcan”) (“What”)
Improve online/mobile banking opportunities
Promote & continue community good works and civic engagement programs
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CREATIVE BRIEF

ENTREPRENEURS
TARGET
DEMOGRAPHICS:
Relatively broad
Age 35-55
Reached their established earning years
Middle to upper level socioeconomic standing
Specific focus on the women entrepreneurs and business owners
In turn, this will extend to male entrepreneurs as these different audiences
often share these attitudes, ambitions, and socioeconomics

PSYCHOGRAPHICS:
At a point in their life where they have created “roots” in their community;
home ownership, children, stable career, etc.
Interested in investing in their local communities
Want a business that is cognizant of their regions specific needs

RELEVANT BEHAVIOR:
Taking a regional stance is a way to engage with those aged 35-55
They are community driven and involved
They are more inclined to do good for the community and look for companies
that do that
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CREATIVE BRIEF

ENTREPRENEURS
STRATEGY & BIG IDEA
STRATEGY:
Valley National will convince entrepreneurs (ages 35-55) to bank with us instead of
other medium-sized regional banking establishments because we offer
customizable SBA loans that can be tailored specifically to address the needs and
goals of their unique business.
Within the entrepreneurs market segment, Valley National will engage women in
particular with the expansion of our Women’s Entrepreneurs program.

BIG IDEA:
Programs are specific to small business success, based on customizable SBA loans
SBA Lending capacity continues to grow with the acquisition of USAB & others
Expand focus on Women Entrepreneurs Program in other regions of the country
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CREATIVE BRIEF

OBJECTIVES
&
SUPPORT
SECTION INCLUDES

MAIN GOAL
INSIGHT
RESEARCH
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CREATIVE BRIEF

OBJECTIVE
& INSIGHT

OBJECTIVE:
Valley National Bank is committed to creating a banking experience that is tailored
specifically to you and your community.

INSIGHT:
Consumers want a simple, trusted, small business focused banking experience.
Valley National bank shows a great deal of compassion towards local community
efforts, which drives new business.
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CREATIVE BRIEF

SUPPORT

Evidence found from FICO, an annual credit checking service, supports the data
presented for millennial bank use. This data shows their preferences and habits
and compares them to other age groups.
V12 data also provides evidence for millennial banking trend. The site provides
ways to engage this age group and ways to grab their attention.
American Banker & Vlerick Business School both analysis/explain data collected
that points to the importance of digital/mobile banking in the selection process
from young people and millennials, more specifically.
During our meeting with the client, we learned what VNB’s strengths and
weaknesses are and how they would like the company to grow in new markets.
EY, a professional services firm, reported general bank selection/preference data
from 55,000 consumers from all over the world about what they look for in a
bank. These findings support commonly held knowledge about what consumers
look for when deciding who to bank with.
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CREATIVE BRIEF

CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION INCLUDES

MEDIA APPROACH
MATERIALS
CREATIVE CONCEPT
GENERAL GUIDELINES
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CREATIVE BRIEF

CONSIDERATIONS
MEDIA APPROACH
PRINT:
Florida: “Florida Trend Magazine” and “Gulf Shore Business” for Florida
Alabama, New York, New Jersey have equal budgets
National: Entrepreneur Magazine and The Business Journal
Print Media reaches all target markets depending on publication’s reader
demographics.
Print is a trustworthy media form that can be catered to each market group and
publication.

TELEVISION:
20% budget reserved for commercials, even divide between Florida, Alabama,
New Jersey, New York, and National.
Reach a local and national audience with a visual concept that appeals to
viewers/ potential client’s emotions while making a memorable impression.

RADIO:
10% budget reserved for radio commercials, even divide between Florida,
Alabama, New Jersey, New York, and National.
With radio advertisements, you can reach a large local audience while reaching
each target market.
Radio is a cost-effective media form that is listened to by a large percentage of
the population.
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CREATIVE BRIEF

CONSIDERATIONS
MEDIA APPROACH
EMAIL/DIRECT MAIL:
5% budget reserved for direct mail, even divide between Florida, Alabama, New
Jersey, New York, and National.
Direct mail can target groups based on specific demographics and
psychographics.
A major benefit of this advertising form is pieces can be individualized based on
the viewer and services offered by VNB.

SOCIAL MEDIA:
20% of budget divided between Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat.
Social media is an inexpensive and effective way to target a younger audience.
For example, First Time Bank Users target group. Increases engagement with
potential clients and provides a larger amount of traffic towards the VNB website.
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CREATIVE BRIEF

CONSIDERATIONS
MEDIA APPROACH
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING:
5% of the budget for large, medium, and digital billboards
Outdoor advertising reaches a large audience in a short period of time.
A large benefit for VNB is outdoor advertising will increase brand recognition and
awareness to a large audience.

DIGITAL/INTERNET:
20% of the total budget
Entrepreneur, NFIB, The Business Journal
Digital is another media form that increases engagement and traffic to VNB
website. Potential to work with Google AdWords to increase reach and views. Has
the best potential to reach a younger audience group similar to a social media
campaign.
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CREATIVE BRIEF

CONSIDERATIONS
MATERIALS
PRINT:
Press release
Full Page Magazine Ads
Flyers and Printable ads if applicable

TELEVISION:
Commercial storyboard & script

RADIO:
Radio script tailored to regional areas

EMAIL/DIRECT MAIL:
Postcard design, mailing list
Email Design, mailing list
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CREATIVE BRIEF

CONSIDERATIONS
MATERIALS
SOCIAL MEDIA:
Social media content (photo, video), marketing ideas, content editorial calendar
Facebook: Banner Ads, Sponsored Videos/Posts
Instagram: Logo Banner to ensure all posts are congruent
Twitter: Follow competitors, employees, and current customers, content calendar
Snapchat: Creative daily posts tailored to each target market
Pinterest: Creative posts that target young entrepreneurs
Paid Advertisements for each social media platform

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING:
Digital Design for print billboards, alternative design for digital billboard

DIGITAL/INTERNET:
Press Release
Digital Design
Advertisements that can be compatible with Google AdWords
Search Engine and Website Ads
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CREATIVE CONCEPT:

"GROWING
WITH YOU"
VALLEY NATIONAL BANK HAS ALL THE
TOOLS TO HELP THEIR CLIENTS
GROW AND PROSPER
BOTH FINANCIALLY AND PERSONALLY
THROUGH EVERY STAGE OF LIFE.
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CREATIVE BRIEF

CONSIDERATIONS
CREATIVE CONCEPT
"VALLEY NATIONAL
WANTS TO GROW
WITH YOU"

KEY
PHRASES
PERSONAL GROWTH
MOVING UPWARD/FORWARD
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
NEXT STEPS
FINANCIAL HEALTH
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

KEY
WORDS
Helpful
Trustworthy
Knowledgeable
Guiding
Collaborating
Customizable
Safe
Enduring
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IMAGE
GALLARY

COLOR
PALETTE

VALLEY NATIONAL BANK

MEDIA PLAN
AND BUDGET
DATE

MAY 2018 TO MAY 2019
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

MEDIA PLAN
SUMMARY
REMINDERS
Percentages are based on a total budget of
$5,000,000 for the timespan of 12 months.
All pricing is based on the local average for each
media form.
All plans are based on when a campaign can start
to show the run time of each campaign. All dates
are subject to change.

PERCENTAGES ALLOCATED TO
EACH MEDIA FORM
Digital will count for 20% of total budget. Digital will
include Google AdWords, Banner Ads,
advertisements on websites/blogs.
Social will count for 20% of total budget. Social
campaigns will include Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, and Snapchat.
Print will maintain 20% of total budget.
Television commercial advertisements will account
for 20% of total budget.
Radio will account for 10% of the budget.
Direct Mail will account for 5% of the total budget.
Outdoor will count for 5% of total budget. Outdoor
campaigns are planned to reach cities in Alabama,
Florida, and New Jersey.
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

DIGITAL
ADVERTISING
SECTION INCLUDES

BENEFITS
OBJECTIVES
COST
CALENDAR
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

DIGITAL
ADVERTISING
20%
of the budget will be
allocated towards this media
form.

24

HOURS

is the average time
Americans spend on the
internet a week

81%
of adults in the United States
own a smart phone. Which
allows them to instantly and
continuously have access to
digital ads

BENEFITS
Digital will allow VNB and USAB to target a younger
audience, specifically student and millennial
demographic group. Allows an interactive engagement
with the target group by allowing potential clients to
click and be redirected to VNB's website or other VNB
artifacts. Can use Google AdWords to easily manage the
display of advertisements and control which target
audiences the advertisements will reach.

OBJECTIVES
Target market group: student and millennial
Target a younger audience that many other
media forms won’t reach.
Increase brand recognition by reaching a larger
and new audience.
Create an interactive engagement with the
target audience
Clearly, display benefits for students and young
millennials
Bring light to entrepreneurial programs that
VNB offers
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DIGITAL
ADVERTISING

AVERAGE COST
Google Adwords: Cost is measured per click or view that is
directed back to VNB website. Aver per PPC is $1 to $2.
Website/Blogs: Is determined by the traffic and popularity of
the website
Banner Ads: Average is .50 per banner and per click.
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

SOCIAL
MEDIA
SECTION INCLUDES

OVERVIEW
MOCKUPS FOR

INSTAGRAM
TWITTER
FACEBOOK
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

SOCIAL MEDIA
ADVERTISING
20%

25%

18-34

of the budget will be
allocated towards this media
form.

of people who see a social
media ad are likely to
immediately
visit company website

are the ages of adults that
are more likely to follow a
company based on their
social media presence

BENEFITS
VNB can directly reach the student demographic as
this will be the largest media form acquired by this
group. Social is an inexpensive way to reach a large
audience. You pay for clicks per view which is at an
average of 15 cents to a dollar per click and have the
ability to schedule all advertisements/post well in
advance.

OBJECTIVES
Target market group: Students and Millenials
Increase viewers to company website with easy ad
engagement
Increase the number of younger clients by
creating an engaging campaign in a media
platform that is directed at the target audience
Create a loyal client group by starting a business
relationship with an audience younger. This will
allow the younger client group to have an
emotional connection with the VNB brand.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS
-Twitter
-Instagram
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-Facebook
-Snapchat

MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

AVERAGE COST
Twitter: For promoted tweets, the average price is $1.35 per
engagement for local campaigns
Facebook: Cost is measured by price per click. The average
PPC for Facebook is .27 per click
Snapchat: Cost per swipe up on each ad is between $1 and $3
Instagram: Average is .80 PPC
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

SOCIAL MEDIA
ADVERTISING
FACEBOOK
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

SOCIAL MEDIA
ADVERTISING
TWITTER
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

SOCIAL MEDIA
ADVERTISING
INSTAGRAM
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

PRINT
ADVERTISING
SECTION INCLUDES

OVERVIEW
MOCKUPS FOR

HALF PAGE
FULL PAGE
MAGAZINE ADS
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

PRINT
ADVERTISING
20%

82%

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

of the budget will be
allocated towards this media
form.

of viewers find print
advertisements to be more
trustworthy

John D. Rockefeller - “Don’t
be afraid to give up the good
to go for the great.”

BENEFITS
Have the ability to view magazine and other print
publication's reader demographics. Easily determine
if the publication's demographics are equivalent to
VNB’s target audience group. This media form will
have a strong reach towards the entrepreneurial
target audience. Print also has the ability to reach a
large and national audience depending on the
publication.

OBJECTIVES
Target Marketing Group:
Entrepreneurs/Business Owners
Reach a large amount of the target audience
on a national scale
Reach different demographics based on
interest and themes of publications
Increase brand recognition and a relationship
with the publication's readers
Ability to show more information and display
more about what VNB has to offer
Create a tangible first impression with VNB
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TOTAL

PAGE 39

FLORIDA PUBLICATIONS

ALABAMA PUBLICATIONS

NEW YORK PUBLICATIONS

NEW JERSEY PUBLICATIONS
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

PRINT
ADVERTISING
MAGAZINE
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

TV
ADVERTISING
SECTION INCLUDES

OVERVIEW
STORY BOARD FOR

1 MINUTE
COMMERCIAL SPOT
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

TELEVISION
ADVERTISING
20%

5

of the budget will be
allocated towards this media
form.

is the amount the average
American watches television
per day

HOURS

95%
of Americans include
watching television in their
everyday leisure activities

BENEFITS
Can reach a local and national audience. Have the
ability to base views based on the average viewer of
the station or show in which the ad will display
during. A creative way to display VNB’s message and
an easy way to track viewers of the advertisement.
Lastly, television advertisements create a unique way
to make a memorable impression on viewers and
potential clients.

OBJECTIVES
Target Marketing Group: Entrepreneurs
Create an emotional appeal to potential clients
through a visual VNB experience.
Display the benefits to business owners and the
opportunities that can come through the
women entrepreneur programs.
Create a direct response to the services
provided by VNB through a visual
representation that will drive potential clients
to VNB's website.
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

TELEVISION
ADVERTISING

AVERAGE COST FOR 30 SECOND SPOT
-New York: $27.16 CPM
-Florida: $18.36 CPM
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-Alabama: $14.36 CPM
-New Jersey: $21.11 CPM

MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

TELEVISION
ADVERTISING
COMMERCIAL STORYBOARD

1

2

MVO: At Valley National
Bank we want to be by your
side every step of the way.

MVO: From your first days in
college...

3

4

MVO: To moving into your
own place...

MVO: We know that as your
financials grow… you need a
bank to grow with you
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

TELEVISION
ADVERTISING
COMMERCIAL STORYBOARD

5

6

MVO: as you take on bigger
challenges in your life...

MVO: Remember to cherish
the memorable moments...

7

MVO: and let us help you get
there… Valley National Bank,
growing with you.
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

RADIO
ADVERTISING
SECTION INCLUDES

OVERVIEW
COPY

FOR

15 SECOND
30 SECOND
LOCAL RADIO SPOTS
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

RADIO
ADVERTISING
10%

$6

94%

of the budget will be
allocated towards this media
form.

return per every $1 spent in
radio advertising

of the American populations
is being reached by radio

BENEFITS
Radio advertising has the potential to reach a
large group of the local population. VNB can
compare listener's demographics with campaigns
target audience. Also can easily determine when
the best time and station to display advertisement.
Radio is known as an intimate media form which
can display VNB's small and personal banking
style. Lastly, radio is a cost effectice local
advertising method.

OBJECTIVES
Target Market Group: First Time Bank Users,
Millenials, and Entrepreneurs
Reach all target market groups by displaying
ads on different radio stations that appeal to
each group separately.
Increase local client group through an
inexpensive and effective outlet.
Radio is a personal medium which gives VNB
the opportunity to create a personal appeal
with potential clients.
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

RADIO
ADVERTISING
15 SECOND RADIO SPOT
"Valley National Bank is there to grow with our customers.
Whether it be opening your first rewards checking bank account
or creating customizable SBA loan. We are a small business
tailored to your needs and will be there for you every step of the
way. At Valley National Bank we can grow together with our
personal and business saving and checking accounts."

30 SECOND RADIO SPOT
"Growing with you is what we are here for. At Valley National
Bank we can grow together with our personal and business
saving and checking accounts. First-time users have the option
to open a rewards checking account where they can earn $20 a
month, and customizable SBA loans are always available for our
clients. We know it takes time to grow, and we are here for
every step of the way."
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AVERAGE COST FOR 30 SECOND SPOT
-New York: $1,400
-Florida: $200
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-Alabama: $70
-New Jersey: $400.

MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

DIRECT MAIL
SECTION INCLUDES

OVERVIEW
MOCKUPS

FOR

POST CARD CAMPAIGN
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

DIRECT MAIL
ADVERTISING
5%

118%

69%

of the budget will be
allocated towards this media
form.

lift in response rate when
using a direct mail campaign
with a digital campaign

of people ages 18 to 24
prefer paper
communications

BENEFITS
VNB can purchase mail listing, which will allow a
very specific target on demographics and
psychographics. Direct mail can be individualized
based on the recipient and their needs for
banking. Flexible campaign and can began
whenever best for the company.

OBJECTIVES
Target Market: First Time Bank Users, Millenials,
and Entrepreneurs
Reach all market groups by creating an
individualized direct mailer campaign for each
demographic group. This can be done with the
purchase of mail listings.
Create an individualized tangible campaign to
increase brand awareness and recognition.
Use direct mailer and demographics stats to
send to enrolled high school students and
college students within designated VNB areas.
Increase brand recognition through a tangible
advertisement that has the potential to lead to
a future business relationship with VNB
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

DIRECT MAIL
ADVERTISING
POST CARDS
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MEDIA PLAN AND BUDGET

OUTDOOR
ADVERTISING
SECTION INCLUDES

BENEFITS
OBJECTIVES
MOCKUPS FOR

BILLBOARDS
POSTERS
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

OUTDOOR
ADVERTISING
5%
of the budget will be
allocated towards this media
form.

71%
of Americans look at the
roadside messages

2 0 HOURS
a week is the time the
average American spend in
their car

BENEFITS
Outdoor Advertising allows VNB to be perceived as
personal and local based on the location of the
advertisement. The viewer is more likely to see
outdoor advertising than any other media form as
it can't be turned off or thrown away.

OBJECTIVES
Target Market Group: First Time Bank Users,
Millenials, Entrepreneurs
Reach all market groups through this media
form as it has the potential to have large
amounts of viewers.

LOCATIONS
-Birmingham, AL
-Montgomery, AL
-Huntsville, AL
-Tampa, FL
-Orlando, FL
-Miami, FL
-Jacksonville, FL
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-Ft. Lauderdale, FL
-Newark, NJ
-Trenton, NJ
-Princeton, NJ
-Jersey City, NJ
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BASED ON CITY AVERAGE FOR OUTDOOR
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$122,250

MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

OUTDOOR
ADVERTISING
BILLBOARD
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MEDIA PLAN AND BUDGET

ALTERNATIVE
MARKETING &
PUBLIC
RELATIONS
SECTION INCLUDES

BENEFITS
OBJECTIVES
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

ALTERNATIVE
MARKETING & PR

70%

of consumers prefer
getting to know a
company via articles
rather than ads

MILLENNIALS
are 247% more likely to be
influenced by blogs or social
networking sites

Market data shows that the
worldwide public relations
revenue is projected to grow
from 14 billion U.S. dollars
generated in 2016 to
approximately 19.3 billion by
2020

BENEFITS
Pubic relations outreach will largely affect all target
markets. The younger audiences within the first time
users and millennial target markets will be drawn to
newly implemented guerilla marketing tactics. This
will include the continued branding of "the growing
with you tree" in unique ways. The entrepreneur target
market will largely be affected by press releases and
third party articles that are able to get the word out
about Valley National Bank and their strengths in
Small Business banking.

OBJECTIVES
targeting market group: first time users, millennial's
generation Y, entrepreneurs
Create visual and interesting outdoor guerilla
marketing to appeal to a new target market
Create events for both established entrepreneurs
and those within college programs, specifically
targeted at women to continue USAB's women's
entrepreneur campaign
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MEDIA PLAN & BUDGET

ALTERNATIVE
MARKETING & PR
THE GROWING WITH YOU TREE

As a guerilla marketing tactic, VNB
will have logos and taglines on trees
in close proximity to bank locations.
These would be on main streets, in
downtown locations, or near college
campuses. These can be done with a
stencil and VNB yellow and blue
colored tree tagging spray paint.
Placing the growing with you money
tree inside bank locations would also
reinforce the campaign and brand
image to consumers.
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ALTERNATIVE
MARKETING & PR
ENTREPENEURSHIP EVENTS

It's imperative that VNB reaches out to the women within the communities of their
locations to continue USAB's current women's entrepreneurship program. Pairing
with schools entrepreneurship and hosting networking events for women are a great
way to interact with current and future costumers. These are mock examples of
flyers that could be printed, shared via e-mail, or posted on social networking sites.
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PRESS RELEASE
Valley National Bancorp Moves Forward New Ad
Campaign "Growing with You"
Company Release - 5/4/2018 8 AM ET
Tampa, FL, May 4, 2018 /COM 583/ -- Valley National Bancorp (NYSE: VLY)
("Valley"), the holding company for Valley National Bank, announced today
that they are moving forward with a new ad campaign “Growing With You”.
The ad campaign focuses on customers creating a long-term relationship
with Valley National Bank which is beneficial for both the customer and
Valley National. Valley National will release the new campaign on May 5th.

About Valley
Valley National Bancorp is a regional bank holding company
headquartered in Wayne, New Jersey with over $29 billion in assets. Its
principal subsidiary, Valley National Bank, currently operates over 230
branch locations in northern and central New Jersey, the New York City
boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island, Florida and
Alabama. Valley National Bank is one of the largest commercial banks
headquartered in New Jersey and is committed to providing the most
convenient service, the latest in product innovations and an experienced
and knowledgeable staff with a high priority on friendly customer service.
For more information about Valley National Bank and its products and
services, please visit www.valleynationalbank.com or call our Customer
Service Center at 800-522-4100.
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